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PERCEPTION or RADIANT ENERGY. 

Application ?led. April 13, 1918. Serial No. 228,324. 

To all whom it may concern: - 
Be it known that we, ELOF BnNsoN and 

FRANCIS H. WILIJAMS, citizens of the 
United States of America, and residents, re 
spectively, of Newton Highlands, in the 
county of Middlesex, and Boston, in the 
county of Suffolk, both in the State of Mas- ' 
sachusetts, have invented new and useful 
Improvements in the Perception of Radiant 
Energy, of which the following is a speci?- ' 
vcation. ' 

This invention relates to detection or per 
ception as for signaling, telephony, teleg 
raphy, phonograp ic sound recording and 
reproduction, and other, purposes, of radiant 
or wave-motion energy, including acoustic, 
radiant electric, magnetic" and other waves 
of wave-lengths not capable of direct sen 
sory perception as light or infra-red heat. 
The invention utilizes and operates upon 

principles apply-ing the discovery of certain 
phenomena indicating the direct conversion 
into electrical currents, impulses or oscllla 
tions in a class of conductors [the electric 
manifestation in the conductor then being 

7‘ readily perceptible with the aid of known 
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instruments] of such wave-motions or rad-ia 
tions. Radiations or wave-motions. of the 
kind referred to, except electric waves, have 
not hitherto been observed to have the power 
to be converted into perceptible electrical 

, currents or impulses, or directly‘ to excite 
such currents or impulses in a conductor. ’ 
Perception of or useful effect from radia 

tions or wave-motions either of ponderable 
matter or the ether heretofore has been de'-. 
pendent upon receiving apparatus of 
marked limitations, such as the well-known 
receiving devices for electric radiations 
comprising oscillatoryr resonating circuits, 
including therein electric wave or oscilla 
tion recti?ers, thermo-electric couples, co 
herers or other detectors operating by‘ 
changes of, ohmic resistance, electrolytic 
changes, changes of ionic condition of a 
gaseous or other dielectric, by conversion to 
heat, by changes of electrostatic capacity, by 
demagnetization of a- magnet, or by polar 
selectivity to current ?ow; and all as hereto 
fore known, being sensitive only to electric 
radiant energy. Or such perception, for 
sound only, hitherto has been dependent 
upon hearing, assisted by direct ampli?ca~ 
tion of the sound wave, or the operation of 
sound transmitters or microphones charac 

terized, by movable diaphragms or other 
parts bodily or dynamically vibrated by an 
incoming sound-wave desired to be per~ 
ceived, the last mentioned apparatus for 
sound perception not being usefully sensi 
tive directly to perceive electric radiations. 
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This invention comprises a new art or‘ ti 
method of perceiving, detecting orlrendering 
useful for the purposes indicated and other 
purposes, wave-energy of ‘the types men 
tioned, as well as a genus of apparatus for 
practising the said method. 
The new art comprises simultaneous de 

tection of electric radiations or Hertz waves, 
inductive ‘or radiant magnetic disturbances, 
and sounds, apparatus ‘employed for the 
practice of the ‘invention being capable if 
desired of simultaneously receiving and con 
verting into electric currents, impulses, or 
oscillations radiant electric energy such as 
ordinary wireless waves, inductive changes 
in the .?eld surrounding the detector, arid the 
acoustic vibrations of ponderable matter. 
In certain forms of the invention, capacity 

to perceive an acoustic, magnetic ‘or electric 
wave, or either, impinging on the apparatus 
employed is accompanied by capacity to de 
tect or perceive thereby with substantial 
accuracy the direction of propagation of .the 
sound or electric radiation, and the inven 
tion also includes an art of and apparatus 
for determining the direction of propaga 
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tion of such waves at the place at which 
they are perceived orobserved. 

The apparatus selected to be herein shown‘ 
and described as instances of one subordi-v 
nate genus of the broader genus of appara~ 
tus adapted to be used in the practice of the 
art or method forming a part of the inven 
tion, is characteristically capable of develop 
ing a perceptible electric energy therein in 
response to exterior excitation by acoustic, 
radiant magnetic. electric and other radia 
tions independently of the-dynamic motion, 
'so far as known, of any of its parts, and in 
dependently of any source of energy within 
the apparatus other than the energy received 
from such radiation or wave-motion. 
Radiations or wave-motions capable of so 

exciting the illustrative apparatus comprise 
sound waves in air or denser media, lying 
within a selective range of pitch or wave 
length variable with changes in the appara 
tus; vibrations of acoustic type inaudible as 
sound; radiant electric and magnetic waves, 
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vthat apparatus of the genus in 
.also capable of excitation by 0t er radia~ 
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and changes in the magnetic or inductive 
?eld at the apparatus, and it may well be 

uestion is 

tions whether of ponderable matter or 
etheric, as yet undetermined or not fully 
understood, and not essential to be under 
stood in order to explain or practically to 
utilize the principles and modes of opera 
tion of the simple apparatus employed to 
perceive known types of energy received 
rom distant sources and herein described as 

I the best instances of which we are now 
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aware of devices for practicing the method 
or art. 
We are aware of mere uses to which the 

invention may be applied without substan 
tial change and within the expected skill 
of artisans almost as numerous as the arts 
aided by the application of electricity, and 
,for that reason we shall undertake to de 
scribe in this speci?cation not all but only 
one \\ speci?c application to use, with such 
illustrative instances of'the mode of and 
apparatus _for effecting this result as are 
necessary to understand it. The devices are 
particularly useful for the selective determi 
nation of marine'and submarine sounds, of 
marine and under-water emissions of an in 
ductive or magnetic nature, and ofthe di 
rection of their propagation, and the speci?c 
use elected to be described relates to the 
distant detection of a submarine or surface 
vessel by such sounds or other radiations 
proceeding from the vessel, and the determi 
nation of us bearing and motions in respect 
to the observer. 
In the accompanying drawings 
Figure 1 is a diagram of apparatus rep 

resentative in general of types ofv the ap 
paratus employed; 
Figure 2 it a diagram, Fig. 2a a section 

on an axial plane, and Fig. 2b an elevation 
of one form of wave-detector; ' ‘ 

Figure 3 is, an axial section of another 
form of wave-detector; ' . 
‘Figure 4 is a similar section, and Fig. 4“ 

an end elevation of another form of de 
tector; ' " . 

Figure 5 is an axial section, and Fig. 5a 
an elevation of another form of detector; 
Figure 6 is a diagram section in the axial 

plane of an annular core for another form 
of‘ wave-detector; and Fig.v 6“ is an axial" 
scction of another form of detector; 

Figure 7 is an elevation of another form 
of detector; ‘ ' ' . 

Figure 8 is a perspective illustrating an 
other form of wave-sensitive. instrument 
useful in the practice of the method; 
Figure 9 is a side elevation of another 

form of detector; ' " . 

-Fig_ures 10 to 17, 17‘ and17" are dia 
grams explanatory of experimental evidence I 
of the nature of the phenomena utilized; 
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Figures '18 and 19 are diagrams illustrat 
ing operation of the, form of the device 
shown in Figs. 2 to 2".v _ _ p '' 

Figure 20 is a similar diagram illustrat 
ing capacities of the form of the device 
shown in Fig. 3; . ' 

Figure 21;,is a diagram illustrating an 
employment? 1' one form; of the apparatus 
for the reception of submarine signals; 

Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25 are diagrams il 
lustrating a method of shielding a detector 
from radiations propagated in certain di 
rections; - 
Figure 26 is a diagram showing zones of 

silence and maximum response at a detector. 
'Figure 26“ is a similar diagram for an 

other form of detector; ' _. -' 
Figure 27 is a. vertical section through 

one 'form of mounting for the detector in 
strument; ' ' 

Figure 28 is a vertical section showing 
another form of mounting for detector in 
struments ; _ 

I Figure 29 is a detail side elevation of the 
device of Fig. 28; ' 

Figure 30 is aldiagram in plan illustrat 
ing employment of devices corresponding 
to the invention for the detection of radia 
tions from and the position of an emitter 
of submarine radiations, such as a sub 
marine or other power boat; and 
Figure 31 is a diagram of circuit connec 

tions. 
'During the course of a series of experi-' 

ments on forms of devices adapted to re 
ceive and transmit faint soundsvreceived 
under water, we were led to conclude that-_ 
the vigor and nature of extraneous sounds 

’ occurring in the neighborhood of an observ 
ing vessel or ‘ occasioned by the motion 
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through the water of‘ the audition instru- . 
ment itself, or the necessary result of sounds 
emitted by tra?ic on or- in the water- in 
tended to be observed, were such as to pre 
vent useful observation under the very con 110 

vditions in which such observation would . 
prove of the most utility; for instance, } 
under conditions in which it is important 
to‘ detect the‘ approach and movement of 
an enemy submarine ‘vessel or of an auto 
mobile torpedo, or to pick up signals or 
telephonic signals from another ship or, 
shore station from ‘a vessel underway. The 
difficulty common to all vof the‘prior art 
apparatus of which we_ are aware has been 
too great sensitiveness of the detector and 
transmitter device to all sounds, especially 
-to noises made on the ship carryin the ob-, 
serving instrument or resulting mm the 
progress of the ship or detector through the 
Water. I a ' ' 

Not then being able to dispense with some 
form of vibrated diaphragm, we conceived 
the useful possibility of rendering much 
less sensitive than heretofore a transmitter, 
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such as the commonly employed microphone 
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transmitter, and then observing the indica 
tions transmitted by such an instrument 
with the aid of an amplifying device, either 
the transmitter or the ampli?er being 

Ir‘adapted selectively to magnify or amplify 
the impulses, transmitted with respect to the 
class of sounds sought to‘ be preceived, and 
to suppress or not so much to magnify the. 
indications of extraneous noises acting to 
disturb the observation. 
For this purpose we conceived using to 

gether a sensitive oscillation ampli?er of 
any well-known type, and a circuit contain 
ing a source of energy, the ampli?er, and a 
detector of selectivev and little sensitiveness. 
These experiments led to the discovery of 
a class of phenomena which we are at pres 
ent able to assign to no wholly satisfactory 
theory, although by hypothesis. presently 
to‘ be referred to we have been able to design 
instruments for predicted results and to 
obtain complete and satisfactory con?rma 
tion' {in operation of the predicted behavior 
of‘the instruments. We‘will therefore ex 

‘ plain the phenomena in question by refer 
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ence to experimental reactions of apparatus 
in order to enable the operation of the de 
vices and "practice of the art involved to be 
clearly understood, whatever the underlying 
physical explanation may be. ° 
The apparatus comprises two parts, a 

sensitive ampli?er A, Fig. 1, of alternating, 
pulsating or oscillating currents, and re-' 
ceiving apparatus (Z whose indications are 
observed by the device A, which receiving 
apparatus in general we will hereinafter 
mention as the detector or detector circuit. 
Any suitably sensitive ampli?cation device 
of the many known may be selected; but 
we prefer the well-known single or plural? 
stage audion ampli?er or thermonic re 
peater, ofwhich a species is shown having 
two audions A’ and A2 connected to actvv 

' in succession on the incoming current at ter 
minals a, a’, to magnify the oscillation in 
two stages according to lmown constants 
inherent in the apparatus, without any con 
siderable distortion in form of’ the indi— 
cation received, thus enabling a very feeble 
oscillating current at a, a’, to be powerfully 
heard at‘ telephone T. " ' 

The instrument A desirably has constants 
such that at frequencies of about 100 per 

' second the ampli?cation of the impulse at“ 
T is not less than about 100 times the 
intensity of the received oscillation; at fre 
quencies of 4100 the ampli?cation its not 
less than 250 times; at frequencies of 1100 
ampli?cation is above 300 times; and at 
frequencies upward of 1500 within the aud 
ible limit the ampli?cation is in excess of 
400 times the intensity of the incoming im 
pulse._ The preferred ‘device comprises at 
the input end a step-up transformer 2 whose 

secondary is connected at one end through 
lead 4 to the ‘grids 5 of audion A’ com 
prising as usual the said grids 5, mounted 
between a ?lament v7, and plates 8, 8, out 
side of the grids, the whole being enclosed 
in a vessel exhausted to the desired rare 
faction of the contained air or gas. 
The other terminal of the coil 4 is con 

nected at 11 respectively to the negative 
side 13 of a ?lament heating circuit 9 con 
taining a battery I) or other sourse of 
energy, cathode ?laments 7 and 27 and vari 
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able resistances 12, 14. ‘The plates 8 of the ‘ 
audion A’ are connected by lead 15 to one 
plate of a condenser 16, and through a 
lead 18 and ‘impedance coil 17 to one‘ter 
urinal of the primary of an output trans~ 
former20 whose secondary is in series with 
glistening telephone T: and to the positive 
side of a battery or other source of constant 
potential 62, whose negative side is con 
nected to the filament 7, as. at 29. 
The other side of the condenser 16 is 

connected through lead- 22 to the grids 25 
of the second audion A2, and also through 
lead 11, impedance coil 30 and lead 29 to 
the secondary of the input transformer 2, 
to the ?lament 7 of audion A’, and to 
negative side of battery 62. The; plates 28, 
28, of the audionA2 are connected to the 
primary of the transformer 20 of listening‘ 
telephone T at‘ 34:. 
The ionizable gas between the respective 

?laments 7 and 2( and the respective anode 
plates 8 and 28 is thus placed under stress 
by the separate source of energy 62, which 
may be of about 130.volts potential. 
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It will be understood without detailed _ 
explanation that in operation, upon the 
impact of the oscillation current at ter~ 
minals a, a’, an oscillating ?ow augmented 
in amplitude from the source of energy 62 
is occasioned in the primary of transformer 
20 of the listening telephone corresponding 
in frequency and form of wave to the. os 
cillatio'n at a, a’, which induces a__?ow of 

hot ?laments-7 and the plates 8, said ?osv 
being a function of the "arying charge on 
the grids 5; and that in turn the ?ow of 
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.current'from b2 in‘ the space betvi‘een-the , V 

115 
current'from 712 in the primary 20 is sim- ‘ 
ilarly augmented at A2 by the augmented 
charges originating at A’. I 
“Then an ordinary microphone trans 

mitter and separate mild source of energy, 
such as one cell of battery, is connected‘ 
across the terminals a, a’, the disturbance 
at the telephone T is too violent for any use p 
of the device whatever for the purposes con- , 
templated. The negative side of the battery 
722. may be connected to earth at E, if de 
sired. 

of soft iron about 2 feet wide, 2 feet long 
and about l/s‘of an inch thick, is connected 

120- I 

Referring now to Fig. 10, if a plate W -~ 
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~ wound‘ 011 'a tube f, 
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> is connected- across the terminals (1. 

_ coil~ remains the same, 

at the endsiof one of its diagonals to the‘ 
terminalsra, a’, by the wires w, w’, there 
will be found an effect at the amplifier indic- . 
ative of oscillating differences of. potential 
between w and vw’ related to the impact upon 
the. plate ‘V of soundwaves, (or it may be 
of electric or magnetic waves associated 
with'the impact of the sound wave) at the 
plate W. The response of such a plate ‘V 
to excitation by sound while distinct, is ex 
ceedingly faint. There is no source of en 
ergy whatever in this form of the apparatus 
in the circuit ‘V, 'w, a, 2, a’, w’, except that 
created, by the phenomenon in question. 

If now the plate \[V is surrounded by a 
few turns w2 of wire not electrically con 
nected thereto, and this wire is connected 

. across the terminals a, a’, a pla'iner response 
to the acoustic excitation of the plate 1W 
‘is at- once apparent. This may be due in 
part to the dynamic motion or bodily vibra 
tion in respect to such a coil 202 of portions 

. of" the plate ‘V, and if we can assume either 
a static charge in the coil or some magnet 
ization of ‘the plate, the behavior of the 

I device may be explained in part as that of 
a magnetophone or. variable capacity trans 

- mitter of a type not wholly new; but the 
assumptions made are'not well founded, and 

for on these suppositions. 
Ifinstead of ‘the plate “7 (referring to‘ 

Figs. 11 to 16;),2‘1 helix w'3 of copper wire 
a’, the 

'teleph'oneiT' will be found to receive very 
faintly loud, regular sounds in certain 
ranges of- pitch propagated at an angle to 
the axis of theihelix. Sounds propagated 

: along its axis are not received“ If a lami 
nated (soft ‘iron wlre) corev c’, Fig. 13, is 
entered in the helix, the effect sharply in 
creases in magnitude. "If such a helix is 

Fig. 12, of glass or 
other non-‘conductor, the behavior‘ of the 

creased by an inductive core 0', and more 
increased by a tubular soft-iron core 0. But 
if the tube f is made of a conductor, e. g. 
aluminum, insertion of a magnetically in 
ductive core such as 0’ is now without effect. 

-If'the .core is a magnet, the effect is 
"-markedly dampened or reduced.‘ If a con 
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stant source. of energy such as one cell or 
more of a battery is'put in circuit with a, a’, 
the effect ceases. ' 
‘If during the experiment such a helix and 

inductive soft-iron core is turned perpen 
dicular to the horizon, in a city, the ob 
server will at once note the increase above 
his unaided hearing of sounds of tra?ic, 
and predominantly of sounds which we have 
identified as beginning and ending with and 
‘changing in- pitch with the speeds of and in 
some way due to the operation of electric 
motors. Time of propagation of this type 

nearly at the maximum 

all ofthe phenomena can 'not be accounted" 

the e?'ect being in-_ 
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of excitation from a known source at a dis 
tance is not at the expected velocity of 
sound in air but is instantaneous within 
such mensuration as we have attempted, and 
is suspected to be at the velocity of light. 
Each- coil selects from its exciting radia 
tions, whether acoustic, electric or magnetic, 
and repro uces at‘ T, undulations corre 
sponding to‘sounds of- pitches and their 
overtones- peculiar to the particular coil, and 
probably dependent on- the electrical reso 
nance of the closed circuit'including it, the 
character of its core, if any, and the dispo 
sition of-its spires, as well as upon the 
periodicity of-the waves, or trains of" waves, 
producing the disturbance. _ ' I 
The observer when able to identify a 

source of the sound most loudly heard, such 
as a running motor or dynamo of known 
hearing, ‘will note (see Fig. 26) -when the 
axis of the coil is in av plane (for instance. 
the T’hor‘izontal plane) nearly including the 
source a- maXimumsOund when the source 
is in the (vertical)- transverse plane on, m, 
in. respect to‘ the coil;_ silence when the 
source is inthe polar ‘zones 5, s; and sound 

‘ but lessening toward‘ 
the polar zones 8-, s, as the coil is turned 
through the; angles ‘m, s, in respect to the 
source." The silent'polar zones are sharply 
marked, and depend for angular ‘magnitude 
on the structure of-the coil audits inductive 
core: 'f '_ 
The form illustrated in Fig. 12_and_ in 

Figs. 3' and'll presently to be referred to, 
is characterized by polar “zones of'silence 
decreasing in » anv'ular- magnitude as the 
length of I the coi"v ise-increa'se'd relative to 
its width.. If sucha coil 408 with core a’. 
referring now. to Fig. 20, is waterproofed 
and submerged, anda sheet metal tank Q 
carrying a running electric motor m resting 
on a sonnd-insulatingpad g is ?oated on the 
water, the coil-1.03 is found to transmit the 
sound of the motor according to the relations 
‘of silence and maximum sound distributed 
about the vertical at the coil 1103, as shown in 
Fig. 26 and above referred to.. The intensity 
of the sound received‘ varies with the oriental- 
tion of the source, but a marked emission is 
received, at the detector at any azimuth of 
the exciting motor. > . 
Referring now to Figs. 9. 15. 16 and 17, 

if two like ?at coils wound in layers w’. 
Q08, are connected as shown'in Fig. 1."), the 
respective windings'being in the direction of 
the arrows, and the two coils placed in 1. 
series across the terminals a. n’ as indicated. 
then the lmpact of either a sound wave or 
the em1s1on from a. motor or alternating cur 
.renttransformer in the direction .r’_ is with 
out effect to produce an oscillation in the 
circuit Q07, 0.. '2, a’, 4528. I If now the coil 
1mg is replaced by'a coll 11:9, Flg. 16, wound in 
the same direction as the 0011 w’, the. con 
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' nections being as before, impact of a wave 
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pm“ of a given number of turns, sensitiveness - 
may then be d1m1n1shed as the core 3/’, 3/2, 1s . 
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in the direction 50’ sets up 'an oscillation cur 
rent in the circuit to", a, 2, a’, 10".‘ If either 
of the coils w‘, 10°, is turned into the plane of 
the direction of the wave m’, as shown in 
Fig. 17, no oscillation is produced. If such 
a coil as 107 is surrounded by. a wrapping 
of iron strips as at i, Fig. 9, sensitiveness is 
increased. _ ' 

If a number of like coils d“,'Fig. 171’, all 
wound “in the same direction and lying in 
the same plane are connected in series with 
a, a’, and excited by a constant radiation in 
the plane of the ?gure, the intensity of their 
effect at T will be found to be greater than 
that of one of them isolated by a wire n’ 
'or two of them isolated by a wire' n2. If 
new the direction of the oscillation due to 
two of them be reversed at switch n3, there 
is no response at T. - 

If a laminated loop of iron wire 91?, 17“, be wound with a coil 1.015, and excited by 
a constant radiation perpendicular to the 
plane of the loop, giving a sound‘ofa cer 
tain intensity at T, the sound is not dimin 
ished when the coreis cut vat W, nor when it 
is cut away further to y’, ya’, but for a coil 

shortened beyond a critical length. 
Referring now to Fig. 8, if a magnet N S 

bent into the form of an interrupted annulus 
of considerable dimensions (and having a 
natural sound vibration period) be provided 
with soft iron a'rmatures n's wound with a 
few turns of wire 101°, and these armatures 
are placed on the large magnets N S as illus— 
trated in Fig. 8, so as to bridge the gap in 
the annulus, and the coils on the armatures 
are then connected as shown in parallel to 
‘the terminals a, a’, the resulting instrument 
will be found to be sensitive to a wide range 
of 'sounds'approachingjt in: any direction,_ 
the- output in the clrcuit a, w”, a’, being 
an oscillation wave closely similar to the 
sound wave but stripped of irregular and 
noisy overtones. A scratchy phonograph 
recordafor instance, is transmitted by the de 
vice of Fig. 8 without the scratchy sounds. 
The emissions of motors, oscillating dis 
charge circuits, and transformers are also‘ 
received. - . 

If now, instead of the detector devices 
mentioned, and referring to Figs. 2, 2a and 
2b, a laminated ring core of-soft iron, for_in 
stance, a strip'g cut from sheet' iron about 

_ 1 /64 of an inch thick‘and about 2 inches wide 
and turned up into a spiral ring 9' about 6 
inches across is covered with a padding 9” 
of cotton ‘batting _or felt, and then wound 
with a vortex winding of about 450 turns of 
insulated copper'wire, for instance about No. 
18, an instrument (1’ as shown in Fig. 1 hav 
ing marked sensitiveness is formed. 1 

If now the detector d’ is connected in 

series with terminals a, a’, and placed to re 
ceive the impact of a. sound wave propagated 
in the direction of the arrow :20, Fig. 19, as 
shown at I, with the central axis of the ring 
in direction a", the sound is transmitted to 
the telephone T with extraordinary vigor and 
clearness. That is to say, this occurs if the 
sound does not inthe particular instance 
mentioned fall below a pitch of about 200 
vibrations per second or exceed a pitch of 
about 10000 vibrations per second. Within 
these limits musical sounds and articulate 
speech arriving int-he directionaof the arrow 
01?, that is to say, in the axis of the torus, are 
transmitted with great purity of reproduc 
tion, and thebetter transmitted the better the 
resonance and purity of the sounds received. 
Certain classes of noises such as pouring 
water into a vessel, scratching sounds, and 
dull rubbing or rumbling sounds, are trans- ‘ 
mitted either not at all orvery faintly. 

If the position of the detector d’ is;__ as at 
II or III the response at the telephone T 
is feeble. ‘ r 

‘ Referring to Fig. 18, a small oscillating 
circuit and spark 
diagram, at distances up to several hundred 
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gap h as indicated in the ‘ 

feet, with a spark of half a millimeter, is ' 
audible at the telephone T ‘when the instru 
ment 0.’ is in the position I with respect 
thereto. Turning the instrument d’ to the 
positions II or III does not very greatly 
change the effect. ' ' ‘ 

Referring to Fig. 19, the blast of a- small 
organ pipe p (512 vibrations per second) at 
about 400 yards and inaudible to the observer 
is transmitted ,clearly ‘when within five or 
ten degrees of the direction x, the instru 
ment (Z? being in position I. When the in 
strument is turned to the position II or III 
the organ pipe at this distance is inaudible. 
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Time of transmission of the sound is the exe _ 
pected time of the sound-wave in air. 
-We do not fully know and therefore do. 

not undertake to explain with authority-the 
reasons for, the behavior of the apparatus 
,ment-ioned. Upon the classic researches of 
Clerk Maxwell, Hertz and Rutherford, we, 
may state,lfor hypothesis only, (1) that an 
oscillatory ‘disc arge between capacities 
radiates j into‘ space waves whose fronts 
in planes perpendicular to the radiant 
are in one dimension a disturbance of 
the‘ ether' in an ‘electric sense, and in an-v 
other ditnension in a magnetic sense [Max 
well] (2) that as employed in space teleg 
raphy such .radiationsare plane-polarized 
in planes vertical to the horizon and that this 
dimension is that of manifestatiori of the 
electric energy of the‘ wave [Hertz], (3) that, 
rapid electric oscillations of the period of 
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such waves when taking place in a coil su'r- , 
rounding a magnet not only have a de 
magnetizing effect but also suppress the 
hysteresis in iron bodies in a changing or 130“. 
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?uxing state of magnetism‘. [Rutherford; 
Marconi; G.-Maurain; E. Madelung]. ; l - I 
From this, itlfollows-that such '-a wave’;v 

whether or- not plane-polarized in the direc 
tion of its magnetic effect may ‘directly (a). 
shift the molecular structurc'or magnetic. 
constancy. of a mass of iron (7)) directly, at 
fect a conductor circuit having parts in and ; 
parts not in the plane of polarization. and 
therefore cause a difference of potential be- -‘ 
tween the parts of said circuit ; or [(0) in the 
case of ‘a closed circuit having a magneti 
cally inductive relation to a body of iron ex-. 
posed to‘ such waves, cause a difference of I 
potential and ?ow in said circuit due- both 
to cause (a) and to cause (b); I _ . 
For further hypothesis. wegconceive that 

‘a body having a rapidly ‘changing magnet 
ism, sueh as the ?eldof a motor; or dynamo 
or core‘ of a transformer ((l) emits Max 
well’s or -Hertz’s waves by stress on the ether 
much as the charge in a condenser sets up a 
stress in the dielectric surrounding it, but 
(e) that these waves are plane-polarized in 
‘the direction of their magnetic manifesta 
tion, and hence are imperceiva'ble by the elec 
tric wave detectors of common knowledge‘; 
(7‘) that their energy is nevertheless avail~ 
ble at a distance to induce an electroinotive. 

force in conductors arranged according to 
the present disclosure. . 
From the experimentsv noted above, we‘ 

further conclude that a_ hysteretic or intra 
molecular change ina metal under impact 
of such waves is an observed fact. ‘ 
We further advance for, hypothesis only 

that a change having a similar effect on the 
metal conductors and cores mentioned is in 
duced by acoustic'vibrations of certain fre 
quencies, if not of all frequencies, vand that 
such electromagnetically produced and 
acoustically produced change in the cores or 
coils, or both, of the described apparatus is 
the causative factor in the observed poten 
tial differences changing at the frequency of 
the original impulse. as found in detector 
circuits of the general type herein mentioned 
when exposed to excitation by radiations 
having a magnetic or acoustic component. 

For. ractical utilization, referring to Fig. 
21, Sue an instrument as (1’ may have its 
wire coil coveredv with paratlin or other 
waterproof insulating protective coating, 
and be used. submerged to detectsubmarine 
radiations. A submarine bell B of the exist; 
ing type on our coasts, for an instance of 
such uses, has been observed'to excite such a 
detector d’ at distances of 21/2 miles, with no 
indication that the maximum distance was 
approaching. Neither passing steamships, 
the wash of the water, nor‘ the internal noises 
of the vessel V from which the detector d’ - 
was suspended overboard and on which in 
strument A was carried, were confusingly 
audible. The noises of the screws, of the 

,as a vfaint background 
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‘water ‘washing-on the instrument and the. 
.vcssel werev mandible, and the sounds made 
by the reciprocating engines of the vessel V 
and passing.\vate1--t1'a?ic were audible‘ only 

for the bell signals. 
\V hen the detector was submerged in an 
internal water-tank at the bow of'the yesscl 
V, the signal sounds were little diminished or 
>c(")nfused-,7but indication of their direction 
made by turning the detector was no longer 

It.‘ will-be understood that the detector ll’ 
.isbut one instance of-detectors having capac 
ity to respond to vacoustic or otherjradiant 
wave excitation and to indicate the direction 
of the wave. For instance, as shown in Fig. 
6, ‘the core 1/4 of an annulus such as (l'imay 
be made of a coil of many turns of soft iron 
wire with advantage; or as detector (12 may 
be wound endwise through and on an elon 
gated solid or laminated tubular core (1“, 
Fig. (5“; or radially on a‘ disk core 9“, Fig. 
7; or a tubular soft iron core 02, Fig. 3,,may 
be wound with several layers of relatively 
coarse ‘insulated wire w‘ as shown in Fig. 3, 
to form a detector (it. Another form of de 
tector (Z4, Fig. 4, may comprise a wood or 
fibre spool 97. a core formed of a_ bundle ‘g8 
of soft iron 'wires, and a winding 105 of rela» 

Or as shown inFigs. 5" tively coarse wire. 
and 5“, an annular iron channel g” with a 
peripheral coil Q05 may comprise another 
form of detector (Z6. 
narrow angular range of maximum sensi 
tivencss tor’adiations propagated in or near 
the relative direction m2, and a wide zone of 
silence 
placed in or on either side of the direc 
tion of propagation of the wave, as shown 
in Fig. 26“. 
In respect to the three general types of 

detector which are merely illustratively 
shown at (Z3, and d4 for one type, at d" for 
another type, and at (Z6 for a third type, the 
first type ((l", d‘) is characterized by sharply 
marked polar zones of-silence, so that ab 
sence of indication of a radiation as the de 
tector is turned with respect to the source 
of the radiation is indicative that the direc 
tion of propagation of the radiation lies 
within a few degrees of the direction of the 
axis, the direction being capable of being 
found within a degree or two of are by talc? 
ing the mean between recurrences of the. 
sound on oscillation of the detector in one 
direction and in the‘ other direction. The 
second type (represented by d’) is more 
delicately sensitive , to a wider range of 
acoustic sounds than the type (is, d“, but 
gives a less positive indication of the direc 
tion of propagation’ of acoustic, magnetic or 
electric. waves. The third type ((i“) is 
characterized by a'wider zone of silence than. 
the other types, and a more de?nitely 
marked. maximum when the plane .perpendio. 
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ular to its axis is in the line of propagation 
of the radiation. In- the types (1“ and II" 
sensitiveness to emissions such as made by 
operating electric motors as compared with 
acoustic sounds is more marked than in 

eferring now tolFigsl 22, 23, .24 and 25, 
it is obvious that the peculiarities of either 
type'of detector may be taken advantage of 
by" suitable auxiliary devices. If a cylin~ 
drical shield S of magnetic material. such 
as soft sheet iron, is provided in a vertical 
position, and a detector (if placed axially 
therein, it will be observed that indications 
from “the detector I cease; Now turn the 

‘shield S in a. horizontal position,‘ Fig. 23, 
andthe detector ‘a?J remains insensitive to 

v radiations propagated in any horizontal or 

20 
- vertical. direction. Bcut if the detector cl“ 
is turned into the position shown in Figs. 
24 and 25, the detector will be found to be 

insensitive ‘to radiations proposed in the 

25 

30 

no 

direction 003, m". but sensitive to those prop 
agated in directions along or nearly-‘in the 
direction of the axis of the shield S (per 
pendicular to the plane of the figures). 
Each form of detector described has been 

found selectively to transmit, in respect to 
sound waves, and periodically recurring 
magnetic- or electric waves pure tones and. 
their harmonics in preference to mixed and 
broken tones. B'y hypothesis and experi 

' ment, the pitch sensitiveness ‘of each detector 
has as factors the number of spires or turns 
of wire upon it, the quality. weight, distri 
bution and dimensions of the magnetically 
inductive mass comprised in it, the capacity 
of the. detector. and the capacity, induc 
‘dance and impedance of the transformer 2 
‘of and leads to the amplifier A. In the tase 
of detectors of the type (Z3, 03*, the longer 
the core and the more theturns of wire, the 
.lower in pitch are the waves or recurring 
wave-trains strongly exciting the detector 
circuit. In the case of the type d“, the nar-A 
rower and larger the annulus. the more 
marked is the sensitiveness to direction of 
vpropagation in the plane of the ‘annulus. 

Detectors of the typesds, d“, or (Z6, and 
other types to lesser degrees, areserviceable 
as indicators of the direction of propagation 
of plane polarized electric or Hertz waves 
impinging upon them. When thepolar axis 
of such a detector is perpendicular to the 
direction of a known source of such waves,” 
the telephone T is responsive. Turning the 
detector through a few degrees of are away 
from this .position (how far depending on 
the vigor of the signal) extinguishes the in 
dication from sucli waves. Quantitatively, 
such detectors give but feeble responses to 
the/usual signals as compared with many 
known forms of wireless receiving appa 
ratus, but we are not aware of any prior 

‘of the detector (Z from the horizontal. 
~rent loads 70 from detector d to terminals 

apparatus indicating-the direction of the 
wave with such certainty. 

\Ve may utilize the selective sensitiveness 
of detectors of the genus described in many 
different ways. As mentioned above, each 
type- appears to be sensitive in a superior 
degree to high-pitched emissions found to 
be made by running. starting and stopping 
electric motors. by alternating current trans 
formers, and by dynamos. The invention 
therefore affords a method of- and means for 
detecting the approach and position of a 
vessel containing operating electric motors, 
transforn'iers or dynamos by selectively per-~ 
ceiving and determining the direction of 
propagation of the radiations emitted in or 
above the water by. such a vessel. 
Referring to Figs. 27, 28, 29 and 30, an ob 

serving vessel V' may be provided with a 
‘mounting l) for detector (1 of one of the 
types-indicated above, and means for turn 
ing this detector in azimuth and in altitude 
to known departures from the fore and aft 
axis of the ship. one» instance as shown in 
Fig. 27, of convenient means, may comprise 
a manhole 50. and stuffing-box gland 51 in 
the ship’s bottom‘ in which gland is jours. 
naled a .tubular shaft 53 having" an index 
sector 54 and handle 55 fast thereto above 
an upper bearing- 56, which may be on deck, 
and may carry a graduated‘ azimuth circle 
:37. At its lower end the shaft 53 carriesa 
fork (30 in which horizontal trunnions 61 
on-a saddle 62 are journalcd. Saddle 62 
-carries a detector (1 whose polar axis is at 
right. angles to the trunnions; Saddle (32 
and detector d are preferably arranged to 
be turned on the axis 61 to known altitudes 
of the polar direction of the detector 0?. For 
instance, a bevel gear sector 63 attached to 
saddle 62 is adapted to be turned by a mesh-' 
ing bevel gear 64 on a tubular altitude shaft 
65' within shaft. 53. and having an index 66 
and handle 67 for reading in respect to the 
index sector 54 departure of the polar Caxis 

a, a, of amplifier A are carried within shaft 
65' . 

Referring to Fig. 30. suppose the altitude 
shaft 65 at D be turned so that the polar 
axis of the detector, such as\v(l3, is vertical. 
Then bearin'r in .mind the near] maxi 

, I‘! 1 - \ 

mum sensitiveness on a wide are central on. 
the transverse axis of the detector, approach 
of a submarine U having a'vrunning motor 
or dynamo abroad at any bearing to the 
ship V’. gives warning by a loud, high 
pitched hum audible at telephone T. The 
observer immediately turns the altitude 
handle 67 to position the detector with its 
axis horizontal. . - 4‘ 

If’ithe azimuth handle 55' is positifjned on 
the fore and aft, axis, and the submarine U‘ 
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is abeam either to port-or starboard, the 
i sound continues. ‘But. ifith'e submarine IS 

in. 
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dead ahead or astern, the silent polarzone 
of'detector d covers it, and the sound ceases‘ 
at T. \Vhenever the indication is abeam, 
the observer vsweeps the handle 55 to ?nd, 
the bearing of the maximum plane, and then 
the center of the silent zone. The latter 
readinggives the bearing of the source of‘ 
the sound within a few degrees of arc. The 
whole operation-has taken but a few seconds. 
Whether the sound is ahead or astern (or _ 

to port or starboard) of the plane found is 
stil unknown. To determine this the ship 
may ‘carry ?xed or movable detectors D3, 
D4, on her sides. .These may be of any type, 

~ such as the type d’.. By suitably arranged 
leads and a commutator switch 80, Fig. ‘31, 
at the observer’s station for connecting these 
to ampli?er A, the indication at D“, D‘, may 
be listened for in succession. The damping 
effect of the ship _V' will now render the in 
dication from'D3 or D4 stronger as the sub 
marine is to port or starboard. 
By the means indicated the ship’s ‘course 

may be directed toward the source of the 
sound, and ‘corrected if it deviates. ' 

» In Figs. 28,and 29 a mounting for detect 
ors of the “wreath” type d“ is shown. ' The 
ship V3 is provided with bearing brackets 
71, 71, for an overboard vertical shaft 72, 
which may be tubular to house the current 
leads 73, and terminate in a fork 74; in which 
a horizontal detector 01“ is pivoted for a 
limited motion on trunnions 75 as controlled 
by a link 76 and bell-crank lever 77 having 
a pointer 78 reading on a sector 78 on a 
sprocket wheel 79 fast to the top of shaft 7 2. 
A chain 81 to inboard hand-wheel 82 on a 
standard 83 provides a convenient azimuth 
adjustment for shaft 72, which may be read 
at a compass 84. -A vertically placed de 

‘tector d“ is fastened to shaft 72 at right 
angles to trunnions 75. ‘A double-pole switch 
85 serves to connect either cl“ or d“ to the 
ampli?er A; at will. ' 

Detector. al6o is-sensltive in all horizontal 
directions. Having given warning of asub- ' 
marine U, contact at 85v is switched -to de 
tector d“, and the wheel 82 turned to sweep 
the vertical sensitive plane of detector d“ 
past the directionofthe source, which is 
" read at the compass 84 when found. De 

60 

tector d“ may be moved'by lever 77, when - 
thesubmarine'isnear' by'uto give direction 
by inclination to the horizontal of its plane 
of maximum sensitiveness, and indication 
of ‘its depth, they switch 85 being again 
shifted when the bearing ‘in azimuth is 
known. r , I ' 

It will be apparent that two boats V’, 'V’, 
. equipped with the devices mentioned may 
point to and either converge upon the sub 
marme U, one of them attacking her when 
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dead ahead of the other (and so over the 
source of the radiation) or by the intercept 
of their fore and aft lines giving an infalli 
ble indication of the position of the sub 
marine for a third "essel equipped to cap- _ 
ture or destroy. Or a merchantman equip 
ped wlth the device may be given indication 
of~ a safe direction of retreat and-‘constant 
[warning of approaching danger. 
'" Vessels equipped wlth our device may ex 
change signals either by a submerged bell, 
a submerged magnet excited by an alter 

65 

70 

nating current adapted to be made and - 
broken, by causing spark discharges: or 
other sources of excitation at distance, or 
by other wave-emitting means not forming 
a part of 'the present invention, giving a 
wave recurring within the ‘pitch-sensitive 
ness of the particular detectors adopted. 
In some cases a single vessel may be pro 

vided with two or-more detector stations at 
known'distances apart in orderto determine 

80 

.85 

hearing and distances of a submarine or ‘ 
other. ‘source-of radiations by the azimuth 
of the respective detectors with respect to 
the line joining them. For this and other 
purposes, such a detector may be .mounted 
on a ?oat towed behind a vessel, not shown. 
A single vessel equipped with the described 
devices. may rely upon a detector mounted 
to be moved on a horizontal axis, or ?xed 
with its sensitive plane in the vertical, to 
vindicate when the submarine is immediately 
below "her, having approached on the line of 
propagation of the emission from the mo 
tors. In either case, ?nding the enemy and 
his destruction is made. certain. 
We have hereinafter referred to the phe 

nomena of the creation of a relatively feeble 
oscillating ?ow in the detector circuits de 
scribed by an acoustic disturbance, as a 
“direct.” conversion of the acoustic wave 
energy into electrical disturbance. This is 
to be distinguished from ?rst mechanically 
transforming the sound wave .energy into 
motion of a diaphragm, a magnetic body, 
or a member of an inductive couple, and 
then converting mechanical energy of'this 
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moving mass into an electrical distur nce. ‘ 
The direct conversion referred to avoids the 
transformation of the ‘radiant energy int 
mechanical motion. - 
We claim: _ ‘ . 

1. The ‘art of ‘perceiving radiant energy 
of acoustic,- type comprising transforming 
the energy of an undulation of such type~ 
into a corresponding and perceptible elec 
tric current in a conductor coil having there-' 
in a uniform potential except when excited 
by exterior acoustic energy arriving in a 
certain direction in relation to said ‘coil and 
causing the said current to‘produce ‘an am; 
pli?ed current in an observation instrument. 
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2. The art ‘of perceiving the direction of - 
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propagation‘ of sounds comprising contem 
poraneously transforming the energy of the 
acoustic wave into “electrical energy in a 
detector circuit capable of being excited to 
different degrees of electric energy accord 
ing to the directioniof propagation of the 
sound at the detector, and containing no 
other source of energy, and observing the 

v during dif 
ferent orientations of the detector. ' 

3. The art of perceiving Wave-disturb 
ances in media capable of acoustic vibration 
comprising direct conversion of a part of 
theenergy of the acoustic wave-disturbance 
into a relatively feeble electrical disturbance 
in a conductor immersed in said medium 
and causing ampli?cation of the said, elec 
trical disturbance. _ 

4. The art 7 of perceiving wave—disturb 
ances in and of media capable of acoustic 
vibration comprising direct conversion of 
the energy of the wave¢disturbance of the 
medium of transmission into electrical di,s— 

turbance of like frequency in a conductor 
immersed in said medium. 

5. The 'art of perceiving wave-disturb 
ances in and of media capable of acoustic 
vibration comprising direct conversion of 
the energy of’the wave-disturbance of the 
medium of transmission into electrical dis 
turbance of like frequencyv in a conductor 
immersed in said medium and employing 
the electrical disturbance so created to excite 
the ?ow at like frequencies of local currents 
of much greater magnitude adapted to be 
audible in a telephone receiver. 

6. The combination of a direction-sensi 
tive sound-wave’ detector, and ampli?er for 
receiving indication therefrom, and a mount 
ing 'for thedetector permitting it to be 
turned in altitude and azimuth. 
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Signed by us at Boston, Massachusetts, I 
this eleventh day of April, 1918; 

ELOF BENSON.- ‘ 
FRANCIS H; WILLIAMS. 


